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1 Introduction and related work

Topics of physically based modeling of de-
formable objects and collision detection have
been extensively researched. Please refer to
[1, 2, 3] for recent surveys. Nowadays, the com-
bination of GPU techniques and multiresolution
physical models [4] allows interactive simula-
tions of complex deformable objects with a large
number of polygons. To achieve this, the ge-
ometry of the object is separated from the de-
formable model in order to represent the latter at
different levels of resolutions (reduced models).
Recently, James and Pai [5] extended this idea
to collision detection. They used the coordinates
of the reduced model to update a sphere-tree hi-
erarchy during object deformations. Moreover,
many interactive simulations require a constant
frame rate which can be obtained by using a
time-critical approach. This approach allocates
a given time-slice to the collision detection pro-
cess, so it can be interrupted if the assigned time
is expired. To the best of our knowledge, time-
critical approaches have been only applied to
rigid body collision detection [6, 7].

In this work, we propose an algorithm to carry
out collision detection for deformable objects
using an interruptible mechanism.

2 Deformable model

We use a bi-resolution model. A dense mesh
is used for the graphical rendering of the object
and a coarse tetrahedral mesh (reduced model)

to simulate deformations using an explicit fi-
nite element method [8]. These meshes are con-
nected in an off-line process by means ofrigid
links. Each rigid link joins a vertex,vi, in the
dense mesh to a point on the surface facet of the
coarse mesh. Thus, at each deformation step of
the coarse mesh, the rigid links are updated so
that they keep their original orientation with re-
spect to the facets of the coarse mesh. This will
automatically movevi and hence it will deform
the dense mesh.

3 Interruptible mechanism

Our interruptible mechanism is based on a
sphere-tree hierarchy constructed using an adap-
tive medial axis approximation [9]. Each sphere
in the hierarchy is associated to a set of rigid
links (those inside the sphere). The idea is to
execute hierarchy traversals using abreadth-first
search, instead of using adepth-first search, as
used in traditional hierarchy traversals. In a
depth-first search the tree is examined in verti-
cal directions, going down to the leaves for each
search. If the process is suddenly interrupted,
many branches, from the root to the leaf, may
remain untested, thus leading to missed colli-
sions. Therefore, depth-first search is certainly
not an option for time-critical processing, un-
less the search is capped at a given depth. On
the other hand, a breadth-first search traverses
the hierarchy horizontally, progressing succes-
sively through tighter approximations of the ob-
ject. Hence, if the allocated time is expired, at
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least the algorithm would have tested collisions
between approximations of the object provid-
ing enough information to compute collision re-
sponses. In order to do this, we create an entity,
calledpair, where we store spheres to be tested
for overlapping. Additionally, two FIFO (First
Input First Out) lists are used:PAIRLIST recur-
sively stores the pairs of spheres to be tested for
collision, according to the breadth-first search.
If the colliding pairs of spheres are leaves then
they are stored inCOLLISIONLIST. The colli-
sion responses areapproximations of the real
ones since they are computed using the spheres
representing the object (and contained in the ob-
tained lists) instead of the primitives of its sur-
face. We use thePAIRLIST and theCOLLI-
SIONLIST to compute the forces and consider
untested pairs of spheres, inPAIRLIST, to be col-
liding. Each sphere, in the colliding pair, stores
a repulsion vector which is computed by tak-
ing the difference vector between the center of
the spheres. This force is applied to the associ-
ated rigid links of the sphere and hence applied
to the coarse tetrahedral mesh to produce defor-
mations. The spheres use a set of coarse mesh
vertices, obtained through the rigid links associ-
ated to the spheres, as the reduced coordinates.
These coordinates are used to update the sphere-
tree hierarchy as in [5].

4 Results and Conclusions

In our tests, the algorithm provided approxi-
mate responses after interruptions while keeping
a constant frame rate for the simulation. Accept-
able force computations were obtained when
the COLLISIONLIST was not empty otherwise
the computed force was obtained using rough
sphere-tree approximations stored inPAIRLIST
thus leading to less satisfactory force responses.

There is a trade-off between accuracy and
speed. Additional work has to be done in the hi-
erarchy update, in particular when a sphere does
not have explicitly associated a rigid link.
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